Laser-based metal additive manufacturing technologies such as Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) and Selective Laser Melting (SLM) allow the fabrication of complex parts by selectively sintering or melting metallic powders layer by layer. Although elaborate features can be produced by these technologies, heat accumulation in overhangs leads to heat stress and warping, affecting the dimensional and geometrical accuracy of the part. This work introduces an approach to mitigate heat stress by minimizing the temperature gradient between the heat-accumulated zone in overhangs and the layers beneath. This is achieved by generating complex support structures that maintain the mechanical stability of the overhang and increase the heat conduction between these areas. The architecture of the complex support structures is obtained by maximizing heat conduction as an objective function to optimize the topology of support structure. This work examines the effect of various geometries on the objective function in order to select a suitable one to consume less material with almost same conduction. Ongoing work is the development of an experimental testbed for verification.
Introduction
Laser-based additive manufacturing (AM) is a manufacturing process in which a high power laser sinters/melts metal powders together [1] [2] [3] . Residual stress is one of the most frequent defect affecting significantly the precision of the process. The predominated reason for residual stress is heat stress because of temperature gradient existed in different zones [4] [5] [6] . This residual stress eventually leads to distortion and it may fail the whole process, which is significantly costly and consumes excess time. Nowadays manufacturers predominantly designs support structures to control distortion inside the part by increasing the resistance of the structure [7, 8] . This approach, as a trial and error method, significantly depends upon the designers' experiments [8] . Thus, first, there is no way to verify the efficiency of the designed support structure before fabrication of the part and second, there is no standard criteria/approach to follow for different geometries. As Figure 1 shows, fabrication of support structures significantly effects on temperature uniformity, especially in overhangs [9] by increasing of heat conductivity and as a result, decreasing of temperature gradient. This specification of support structures can be employed efficiently to decrease heat stress in the fabricated part and eventually, reduces or eliminates distortion. More uniform temperature distribution also leads to more uniform microstructure. By generating more support structures (the dots in Figure  1 .a show the positions of support structures), more uniform temperature distribution we can achieved (Figure 1 .b) which means less temperature gradient. In addition, the temperature average decreases because of better conductivity. Figure 1 : effect of support structure on temperature distribution and temperature gradient [9] In this regard, heat conduction in topology optimization is employed to design architecture of complex support structures. The top3d 169 lines code [10] is employed and modified here. The methodology is explained in the following section.
Methodology
As it is explained in the introduction, there is a correlation between the number of fabricated support structures connecting overhang and its previous fabricated layer, and temperature distribution in a way that fabrication of enough number of support structures between an overhang and its previous layer, makes a temperature distribution uniform in the overhang layer [9] . If we assume we have enough number of support structures then, we have an overhang with a uniform temperature distribution. In this case, we can simplify the manufacturing model shown in figure 1.a with a simple support structure in Figure 2 .b. In Figure 1 .a an overhang exerted by the laser beam (the heat affected zone (HAZ)) in its corner for fabricating of the next layer was joined to its previous layer of fabricated part (the heat sink) by a simple rectangular column as the support structure ( Figure  2 .a). Due to temperature uniformity on the overhang, we assume the same temperature on top face of support structure; simultaneously, the its bottom face will be the heat sink because it connected to the bottom layer which also reached to a uniform temperature by passing time. In this paper, we employs topology optimization to find the distribution of material in a prescribed area or volume referred to as the design domain by coding a binary programming problem introduced in reference [10] . In this regard, we employ topology optimization to maximize heat conduction in the designed support structures. Thus, manufacturers can fabricate the support structures with the same heat conductivity as the solid ones but with using fewer materials.
The equilibrium condition for heat transfer in finite element formulation is described by = where shows the finite element global nodal temperature vector, F shows the global thermal load vector, and shows the global thermal conductivity matrix. The optimization problem for heat conduction is
Where ( ) = ( ) , and ( ) is obtained by the assembly of elements in thermal conductivity problem which is expressed as:
Where and represent the limits of the material's thermal conductivity coefficient and shows the element conductivity matrix. [10] The primary top3d code solves minimum compliance for structural problems. By implementation of some modifications that are explained in following sentences, this code can also be used for heat conduction problem. The first modification is in heat conduction problem the number of DOF per node is one rather than three in minimum compliance in structure problems. The location of supports and applied forces also can be modified by considering the relationships between node number, node coordinates, node ID and node DOFs (Table 1) .
Another modification is about creating various geometries by defining different active and passive elements. In this case, designers are able to calculate and compare the value of objective functions for different geometries and choose the support structure that consume fewer material but maximized objective function (heat conductivity) before the fabrication process. Objective function can be calculated by employing Optimality Criteria (OC) method. OC is a classical approach for solving a discretized structural optimization problem numerically. It is shown that this method is very efficient for solving the topology optimization problems. [11] The power law penalizes intermediate density values implicitly and make the resulting structure more black-and-white. This penalization procedure is usually referred to as the Solid Isotropic Material with Penalization (SIMP) method [12] . It should be mentioned that we consider the penalization constant and equal to 1.5 for all of the generated model in the future to eliminate the effect of varied penalization on the final results. A basic filter density function is defined as:
Where Ni is the neighborhood of an element with volume , and is a weight factor. The filtered density ~ indicates a modified (physical) density field. The modified conductivity used for heat conduction problem is: It should be noted that the traditional direct solver does not work expeditiously for the finite element large-scale problems. Nevertheless, iterative solver can solve large-scale problems efficiently [13, 14] . In this regard, line 72 of top3d code is replaced by a built-in MATLAB function pcg, called preconditioned conjugate gradients method.
Result and Discussion
As it was already explained the main objective is to optimize the topology of a simple rectangular column as a support structure between an overhang and its previous layer. As Figure 3 .a shows, the primary model in top3d code for heat conduction includes a rectangular cube, which has a sink on the middle of top surface, and all other nodes are given a thermal load. Figure 3 .b shows the resulting shape for this case. In the next step, we change the geometry with using different pattern of active and passive elements (see Appendix, section: DEFINING PASSIVE ELEMENTS Status, line 70 to 131) to find the geometry generating minimum objective function and as a result, maximum heat conductivity. Finally, the boundary conditions (heat flux and sink) are applied on the obtained geometry to model the desired laser-based AM process. It is noteworthy that for eliminating the effect of other parameters on the final result, we keep the volume fraction equals to 0.4, penalization equals to 3, minimum radius filter (rmin) equals to 1.5, number of iteration equals to 60 and dimensions equals to 80x80x20 fixed for all tests. Table 2 shows that the value of objective function is minimum for the geometry without any passive elements (any holes). This result is predictable because solid support structure conducts heat better than any other types of geometry. But the Y-Values best option is the fourth one since the criteria for choosing the most optimized support structure is the one with minimum objective function (maximum conductivity) while consume less material. As Table 2 shows the percentage difference between the value of objective functions of number one and four is just around 11% while it uses less material. Thus, we choose the geometry type number four as the best one for support structure; The objective function variation for different types of geometry is revealed in the following diagram.
As the final step, the desired boundary conditions (exerted heat and sink zone) are applied on the chosen geometry (see Appendix, section: Different load conditions, line 24 to 29) and the resulting shape of support structure are derived. This shape is the optimized support structure that should be used by vendors in the specified manufacturing conditions. Summery and conclusions This paper shows how manufacturers can optimize support structures topologically between overhangs and the layer beneath, in order to maximize heat conduction subjected to structural stiffness constraint in laser-based AM.
In this regard, top3d 169 lines MATLAB code is modified and employed. Firstly, various geometries are generated by defining different patterns for active and passive elements and then, the best geometry is identified based on maximum heat conduction while using less material. The results show that the value of objective function for the geometry with a small hole in the middle of structure is minimum showing maximum heat conduction. Finally, different boundary conditions with respect to different fabrication circumstances are applied and the final topological optimized shape for support structures are derived. It should be noticed that in this paper we just examined four different types of geometry (Table 2) and also, utilize mono-physical objective function. As the next step, we are going to examine more types of geometries and also, utilize multi-physics objective function in which heat conduction is maximized subjected to structural stiffness constraint and finally, development of an experimental testbed for verification.
